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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The purpose of this paper is to design a guidance and control system and evaluate the performance of a sample surface-to-surface flying object based on preset guidance with a new prospective. In this study, the main presented idea is usage of unique property of governor differential equations in order to design and develop a controlled system. Thereupon a set of system output variables have been examined by specific tests as candidate of flattened variables. It is proved that the dynamism of the studying system has a property of differential flatness. This property as a basement for observing all of the system dynamic variables could be a perfect option to remove lack of observability of nonlinear systems. According to the information gained in the procedure of flatness demonstrating, there was a similarity between the control command generating in feedback linearization and flat systems tests. This similarity led to the application of the flat systems technique for the mentioned control method. The guidance and control system suggested in this paper is able to follow a set of specific reference trajectories in order to target different ranges. This ability without recalculating controller gains could be done only by having the rate of rotate of flying object in middle phase of maneuver. To validate the proposed FBC for the studied problem, another usual control method has been investigated. For this purpose, the linear quadratic regulator as straightforward control method in optimal control field has been applied. This feature reveals full compatibility between controller block and reference trajectory generator block.


\textbf{1. INTRODUCTION}

A variety of different methods have been presented in control and guidance systems recently [1]. These trajectories are usually stored in flight computer. The controller has such a design that could follow this trajectory [2]. Feedback linearization is one of the controller design methods for approaching to auto pilot. This method, which belongs to nonlinear control categories, is based on linearization of system error dynamics [3]. The control of signal command could be generated only by knowing all of the system state variables. This is the main disadvantage of the feedback linearization in such systems that not all of state variables are available.

A sample of usage of this method has been shown in the literature [4]. In fact, observing and measuring all system state variables are not possible. Hence these variables should be estimated [5].

In these recent years, a technique has been presented which is based on a property in system dynamic structure named flat differential. This method has been used in many engineering fields such as robotics [6]. Also it has been used for guidance and control of re-entry vehicles [7] and satellites attitude control [8] in aerospace engineering. In this paper it was intended to design a sort of state observer by this technique. In this method there was no linearization in dynamic equations of system and fully nonlinear form of the equations were used in controller design process. By using feedback linearization method, the control command could be applied onto system. Finally, the error differential equations of the controlled system come in
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the form of a linear differential set. Toloei et al. in their work optimized suspension system for one type of aircraft to achieve desirable response using linear controller and optimization algorithm [9-11].

Designing the autopilot of a surface-to-surface flying object which is based on flat differential property is the main goal in this study. The reference trajectory in this study has been produced by pre-set guidance generator in order to attack a fixed point.

2. FLAT DIFFERENTIAL DEFINITION

Many dynamic systems have a property in their structure named flat differential that equals to existence of a set of independent variables of system outputs and their combinations of derivatives. The number of flat variables exactly equals to the number of system control inputs. This option results in a square framework that all of the system variables and also all of the control inputs could be completely parameterized thanks to the flat variables. This method was expressed and developed by a French research group in 1992 [12]. The method introduction and some case studies have been mentioned in reference [13].

If a set of nonlinear differential equations are considered in general form:

\[
\dot{x} = f(x,u)
\]

where \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \) expresses the state variables of system and \( u \in \mathbb{R}^m \) expresses the control input of system, which \( m \leq n \). System 1 is called Flat System if an independent vector of outputs or their combinations in form of \( F \in \mathbb{R}^m \) have been found in such a way that all of the system variables and also all of the control inputs could be expressed as separated functions of these flat variables and the finite number of their derivatives. In the other word, the definition of flatness could be expressed as two conditions in mathematical form as follow:

\[
X = \phi(F, F, F, ..., F^{(r)})
\]

\[
u = \psi(F, F, F, ..., F^{(r)})
\]

where, \( S \) is an integer elemental vector which expresses the order of derivatives of variables \( S = (S_1, S_2, ..., S_m) \). And also \( F \) is a function of \( x, u \) and infinite number of \( u \) such as below:

\[
F = h(x, u, u, u, ..., u^{(r)})
\]

where, \( r \) is a positive integer.

3. THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS

The issue, which is concentrated in this paper, is the ground-to-ground flying object control to attacked fixed targets in different ranges. For this purpose the ground-to-ground flying object uses a predetermined guidance program which is able to attack in different ranges by changes in one of the parameters of reference guidance generator block.

Since the main focus of this article has been on the utilization of FBC and compatibility between control and guidance block, effort has been made to make the selected dynamic model as simple as possible. A few important assumptions are as follow:

- Dynamics of rigid body in-plane, 3DOF has been considered.
- All of noise signals coming from the environment condition have been ignored.
- Curvature of the earth has been ignored.
- Standard atmospheric model has been considered.

Flight dynamic equations are available by applying Newton’s second law on the assumed model [14, 15]. In this issue the velocity coordinate is the best option to express flight equations and differential flatness property. This coordinate has a unique property for expressing the flight equations’ of center of mass and rotational equations of the flying object around the center of mass. Hence it is able to perform a successful test of a flat system. Dynamic equations of the system, including kinetic and kinematic equations are listed below. Kinetic equations:

\[
mV = mg \sin(\gamma) + T \cos(\alpha) - D
\]

\[
m\dot{V} = mg \cos(\gamma) - T \sin(\alpha) - L
\]

\[
q = \frac{M}{T}
\]

where \( V, \gamma, q \) are kinetic variables which respectively show center of mass velocity of the flying object, the path angle and angular velocity. \( q \) shows the dynamic pressure. \( m, I_{yy} \) are respectively mass and moment of inertia of the flying object. Also \( T \) shows the flying object thrust force as the first control variable.

\[
D = qSC_D, C_D = f(Mach, C_a)
\]

\[
L = qSC_L, C_L = f(Mach, \alpha)
\]

\[
M = \frac{qSC_mC_m, C_m = f(Mach, \alpha, q, \delta_e)}{D, L \text{ and } M \text{ are respectively aerodynamic forces (Drag and Lift) and aerodynamic moment which can be obtained by aerodynamic dimensionless coefficients (}C_D, C_L, C_m\text{) and }S\text{ shows the aerodynamics cross section area.}}
\]

It should be noticed that aerodynamic coefficients used for the considered dynamic model could be obtained in the form of functions of dimensionless variables such as Mach number, angle of attached, \( \alpha \), the rotation rate of the flying object body and also elevator angle, \( \delta_e \), as the second control variables. All of these factors are taken from reference [16].
Kinematic equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= V \cos(\gamma) \\
\dot{z} &= -V \sin(\gamma) \\
\alpha &= q - \gamma
\end{align*}
\]  

(6)

which \(x\) and \(z\) in the above equation represent the center of mass position of the flying object on the vertical flight plane.

4. FLATNESS PROOFING

In this section it will be proved that the dynamic structure of the system is flat if the candidate flat variables can satisfy two tests of flatness property. These two basic tests indicate that each of the system state variables (as the first test) and each of the control commands (as the second test) should be able to be expressed as separated functions of flat variables and a finite number of their derivatives. Since, the case study is considered in this article, the position variables of center of mass were selected as the candidate flat variables. Therefore, one can find these functions by following the procedure below.

**First test:** The functions of system state variables.

Based on the unique feature of velocity frame that has been explained, determination of each function of \(\phi_i\), which \(i\) equals to state variables of systems, is possible.

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix} x \\ z \\ \gamma \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} F_1 \\ F_2 \end{bmatrix} \\
\dot{v} = \sqrt{x^2 + z^2} = \phi_1(F_1^{(1)}, F_2^{(1)}) \\
\gamma = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{z}{x}\right) = \phi_2(F_1^{(1)}, F_2^{(1)})
\end{align*}
\]

(7)

where the derivatives of the above functions will be needed to express attached angle.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{v} &= \dot{\phi}_1(F_1^{(2)}, F_2^{(2)}) \\
\dot{\gamma} &= \frac{\phi_2(F_1^{(2)}, F_2^{(2)})}{v}
\end{align*}
\]

(8)

Also the derivative of attached angle will be needed to express the rate of rotation of flying object.

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\alpha} &= \phi_1(F_1^{(3)}, F_1^{(1)}, F_2^{(1)}) \\
\dot{\gamma} &= \phi_2(F_1^{(3)}, F_2^{(1)})
\end{align*}
\]

(9)

By following the above procedure all of the state variables of the system could be expressed as functions of flat variables and their finite derivatives up to third order. Hence, the selected flat variables satisfy the first test of flatness successfully.

**Second test:** The functions of control inputs.

The purpose of this test is to provide all the control inputs of system. Determination of each function of \(\psi_i\), which \(i\) equals to control inputs, is possible only by a perfect knowledge of system equations.

\[
T = \frac{mV + mg \sin(\gamma) + D}{\cos(\gamma)} = \psi_i(F_1^{(1)}, F_2^{(1)}, F_1^{(2)}, F_2^{(2)})
\]

(10)

Derivative of rate of rotation of vehicle is needed to express another control input.

\[
\dot{q} = \phi_q(F_1^{(3)}, F_2^{(3)}, F_1^{(4)}, F_2^{(4)})
\]

(11)

By following the above procedure, all of the control inputs of system could be expressed as functions of flat variables and their finite derivatives up to the fourth order. Hence the selected flat variables satisfy the second test of flatness property successfully and then can be defined as a set of flat variables of this system. These independent set of variables could be used in controller design procedure that mentioned in next section.

5. FLATNESS BASED CONTROLLER

Many different methods have been proposed in order to achieve a design of controller for nonlinear dynamic systems. The selected method in this article was based on using flat systems technique in observing all the system variables. The generated control command applied to the plant in such a way that system error dynamics have been linearized. Hence, the stability of system has been guaranteed. The main reason of using flat systems technique is that feedback linearization method relies on two facts.

First, expression of control inputs as functions of flat variables and a finite number of their high order derivatives is very similar to essential command control in the feedback linearization method. Second, expression of the entire system variables in such a form that eliminates main restriction of mentioned method which is unavailability of all the system variables. Structure of designed controller based on flatness technique contains combination of two separated blocks, a nominal feed forward control and a feedback stabilizer block. As a matter of fact, the concept of flatness based control (FBC) allows designing the control as explained before. It can be seen in Figure 1 that feed forward control provides a nominal input trajectory \(u^*(t)\) which forces the system to the desired output trajectory \(y^*(t)\) in the nominal case. By this technique, the command control and the disturbance response can be designed separately [17].
Accordingly with substituting the highest derivative terms of flat variables by following form, we can achieve mentioned control command.

\[ F^{(s+1)} = v \]

\[ v = F_{ref}^{(s+1)} + \sum_{j=0}^{n} K_j (F_{ref}^{(j)} - F_{real}^{(j)}) \]

(12)

For this case study the \( v \) control command was regarded as below:

\[ v = \frac{d^s f_{ref}}{dt^s} + K_s (F_{ref} - F_{real}) + K_s \int (F_{ref} - F_{real}) dt \]

(13)

This scheme of controller has all three properties of PID controller for compensating errors. With substituting above control command in governing equations, the dynamics of error of system will be drivable as below:

\[ \dot{e} + K_s \dot{e} + K_s e + K_s \int e dt = 0 \]

(14)

where in above equations \( e \) expresses the error signal between actual and reference flat variables. Finally the equation of system error dynamics could be used for calculating appropriate gains corresponding to desired reference trajectories.

6. REFERENCE GUIDANCE TRAJECTORY

In this paper the reference trajectory based on low guidance was generated to attack fixed targets. In this problem it was assumed that the target has been fixed in 200 kilometer far from the start point and reference trajectory of flying object was partitioned to five maneuvers with specific characteristic. Each of these quintet maneuvers generated in guidance block could be expressed in general function form as follows:

\[ V_{ref} = at + V_0 \]

\[ y_{ref} = mt + y_0 \]

(15)

where, \( a \) and \( m \) express linear constant acceleration of center of mass and rate of rotation of path angle. And \( V_0 \) and \( y_0 \) express the initial conditions of velocity profile and path angle profile. Table 1 contains this constant corresponding to each maneuver. In this article, the provided reference trajectory form has the ability to attack any different fixed ranges only by knowing the third interval time of maneuver. The guidance block has been programmed in such a form that can calculate this parameter by interring the desired range as input. In guidance block design, the main idea of this parameter was based on very small error of tracking in the third maneuver. Hence, attacking different ranges will be possible with the same final error. This property helps us to avoid recalculating the controller gains for different reference trajectories. In the other word, this property reveals full computability between guidance block and controller block to achieve a system with no need to recalculating gains for attacking indifferent ranges.

7. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

To show the performance of guided and controlled system which are proposed in this article, a comprehensive simulation has been carried out in MATLAB/Simulink. In this simulation the environmental disturbances and other uncertainties were neglected. However, many physical limitations of the selected vehicle such as allowable deflection range of the control surface and rate of propellant consumption were considered. All of the environmental parameters such as air density, sound velocity and gravity acceleration were considered based on standard models. The following figures show the simulation results with FBC.

As illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, the flat outputs have been tracked with an acceptable error. The maximum tracking error for \( x \) is about 68 meters and maximum error for \( z \) is about 45 meters. These values reach zero in third stage which is ideal for guidance block to attack different range.

As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the linear velocity of mass center and path angle have been tracked with an acceptable error. The maximum tracking error for \( V \) is about 2 meters per second and maximum error for path angle is about 0.6 degrees. Observations of dynamics variables have been shown in Figures 8 and 9 in which the area obtained from flatness is based on nonlinear observer within maneuver.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Maneuver parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maneuver parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Path Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Path Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval Time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2. The error of \( x \) position of center of mass

Figure 3. The error of \( z \) position of center of mass

Figure 4. The derivative of error of \( x \) position of center of mass

Figure 5. The derivative of error of \( z \) position of center of mass

Figure 6. The velocity of center of mass

Figure 7. The path angle

Figure 8. The body rate of rotation

Figure 10 shows in plane trajectory of flying object over five stages. Figure 11 shows the elevator deflection control command of flying object which is constrained by physical achievable deflection of control surfaces. Figure 12 shows the thrust control command. As shown in these figures, the aerodynamic deflection and thrust control commands have smooth behavior in the third stage of maneuver. In total, all of the reference variables trajectories have been tracked with acceptable errors. This indicates the ability of flatness technique to observe all of the state variables.
For example, the maximum error of attached angle in the third stage of maneuver shown in Figure 9 does not exceed from two degrees. Note that, almost all of the state variables have a very small error at the end of third stage. Also it should be mentioned that the final error of attacking the target is about three meters. This final attacking error is fixed for a wide interval of fixed ranges.

8. VALIDATION OF THE PROVIDED FBC

To validate the proposed FBC for the studied problem, another usual control method has been investigated. For this purpose, the linear quadratic regulator as straightforward control method in optimal control field has been applied. Accordingly, in order to achieve the LQR based tracker, as a basement of comparison and validation, we have to carry out the following procedure [18]. First, trim parameters of flight in desired reference should be determined. Also the linearization of governing equations around the different working points in reference trajectories is another important work that should be done carefully. As the final step in this procedure, we have to obtain the appropriate state feedback gains and then apply these gains into close loop scheme.

The above procedure of designing LQR tracker has been done on the studied problem. Each method has shown the tracking error of flat variables in Figures 13 and 14. As shown in Figure 13, the tracking error of velocity by flatness based controller has an acceptable behavior compared with LQR controller. The error of velocity by FBC method is bounded with 2 m/s while this value in LQR method exceeds from 9 m/s.

Figure 9. The angle of attached

Figure 10. Inplane trajectory of center of mass

Figure 11. Elevator deflection control command

Figure 12. Thrust control command

Figure 13. Compression between velocity error in FBC and LQR methods

Figure 14. Error of γ, by FBC and LQR methods
Furthermore the path angle as the main characteristic of the maneuver by FBC method has been tracked namely after passing the second stage by FBC method. As shown in Figure 14 the tracking error of this parameter is bounded with 0.6 deg/s.

In addition the LQR tracker needs to follow the boring mentioned procedure to obtain the state feedback gains in comparison to FBC. The above results show the advantage of tracking error in FBC method. Furthermore, the main defect of LQR which is the assumption of accessibility of all of the state variables still remains.

9. CONCLUSION

In this research, the use of flatness technique of nonlinear system has been applied into design of coupled guidance and controlling a surface-to-surface flying object. Our proposed approach does not need to recalculate controller gains hence a set of specific reference trajectories could be tracked in order attack the target different ranges. This feature provides full compatibility between controller block and pre-set guidance reference generator block. Furthermore, the presented method could be considered as a perfect observer for those nonlinear systems in which not all of the state variables are available. The investigated method was validated with LQR optimal method, the error results of the two methods show the advantage of using FBC.

10. FURTHER WORKS

As a future work in continuing and completing this article, it would be interesting to apply FBC method to track reference trajectories which are based on proportional guidance (PG). This combination of FBC and PG method could be investigated for neutralizing any unpredicted attacks. This new approach also could be considered to be evaluated by various analytical methods such as Monte Carlo in different target maneuverings.
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**Abstract:**

This paper presents a differential flatness-based control design for a surface-to-surface flying vehicle. The main idea behind the proposed approach is to use a flat differential technique for generating the reference trajectory. The dynamic system is considered to be differentially flat, and the flatness property is utilized to reduce the degree of freedom in the nonlinear system. This property ensures that the control and guidance systems are fully decoupled, allowing for simplified control design. The proposed method is verified through simulations and experiments, demonstrating its effectiveness in achieving precise trajectory tracking.

**Technical Note:**

Differential flatness is a property of certain nonlinear systems that allows the dynamic state of the system to be represented as a function of the control input and a set of flat outputs. This property is particularly useful in control design, as it enables the direct generation of the desired trajectory without the need for complex nonlinear control algorithms. The differential flatness-based control design presented in this paper leverages this property to develop a control strategy that is both effective and easy to implement.